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Using Topology Optimization in an Undergraduate Classroom
Setting

Abstract
Technological advances have significantly reduced lead times in product design. One such ad-
vancement is topology optimization (TO) which generates optimal designs to meet specific prod-
uct specifications. TO is rapidly being adopted by the industry as many commercial computer-
aided-design (CAD) platforms now provide in-built modules for TO. This necessitates training of
engineering workforce.

In this paper, we discuss the results of a study carried out to quantify the impact of introducing
TO to junior undergraduate mechanical engineering students. In this study, students were asked to
minimize the weight of a structure by removing material, through trial-and-error, while constantly
verifying its performance using finite element analysis (FEA). The students were then asked to
optimize the same structure, this time using topology optimization. Results from both approaches
were compared for lead time and performance. The trial-and-error approach was significantly
worse both in lead time, and design performance, compared to the TO-driven approach. Finally,
a course project that involved minimizing the weight of a complex structural component was as-
signed. Students were able to generate unique designs based on different simulation parameters
and constraints chosen during TO.

Thus, a state-of-art design tool was gradually introduced to underclassmen, through lecture, lab
exercises and course projects. This study shows that TO can indeed be deployed in a class-room
setting to help better prepare the students as they enter the workforce.

1 Introduction
Innovation in product design technologies has made it easier for the engineers to solve complex
engineering problems. Use of state-of-art computer-aided design (CAD) tools in the industry is in
greater demand due to its impact on reducing product lead times. Consequently, CAD tools have
now become an integral part of undergraduate mechanical engineering curriculum. Students can
now learn to model, design, analyze and fabricate objects with multitude of tools within a semester
course. With the increased interest in industry, updates in these tools with advanced design capa-
bilities are being rolled out every year. There is a greater need to incorporate introductory level
training of such tools to better prepare students as they enter industry as engineers.

Topology optimization (TO) [1], [2] is one such techniques that has rapidly evolved from an ex-
citing research field to a powerful tool with applications in numerous industries ranging from



automotive [3], [4], aerospace [5], [6], civil engineering [7], [8], thermo-fluids [9], [10] to biomed-
ical [11], [12]. TO generates organic models with optimal material distribution within a design
domain, under a given set of loading and restraints. Its ability to provide an initial close-to-optimal
structure makes it a very useful tool in digital design and manufacturing. The objective in TO is to
find the optimal geometry, within a given design space, that minimizes a specific objective, while
satisfying certain constraints. Typical objectives include volume fraction, compliance, etc., while
typical constraints include stress, buckling, manufacturing processes, etc.

A typical TO problem is illustrated in Figure 1a, where the left face is fixed, while a downward
load is applied on the right face. A symmetry constraint about the XZ-plane is also applied. The
beam is then optimized to minimize compliance subjected to a desired volume fraction of 50%.
The resulting topology is illustrated in Figure 1b.

(a) Cantilever beam problem. (b) Optimized beam for 50% volume fraction.

Figure 1: A typical topology optimization problem.

Other topologies of the beam that lie on the Pareto curve for various volume fractions are shown
in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Pareto optimal curve and Pareto optimal topologies.

The ease with which one can obtain such optimal designs makes TO a very powerful tool. Most
commercial computer-aided-design (CAD) tools today have integrated TO modules. This neces-
sitates the training of engineering workforce to use such powerful tools. This paper presents one



such initiative to train undergraduate students in TO, and summarizes the efficacy of incorporating
TO as a design tool. Junior undergraduate mechanical engineering students were given the tasks of
creating optimal designs, with and without the use of TO software. Section 2 discusses context of
this study along with a systematic approach of introducing topology optimization to the students.
Quantitative results from the study are also discussed. Finally, conclusion are drawn in Section 3.

2 Methodology
2.1 Context
Undergraduate students enrolled in ’Geometric Modeling for Engineering Applications’ (ME 331)
in their junior year, were the primary target of this study. The students were already familiar with
modeling and basic finite element analysis in SOLIDWORKS [13], a CAD software, from their
freshmen and sophomore years. The following are the course objectives for ME 331:

• Advanced CAD Modeling

• Computer Aided Analysis and Optimization

• Computer Aided Manufacturing

The students were first introduced to the concepts of posing valid structural problems, and using
finite element analysis (FEA) to solve such problems. Once they were comfortable with FEA,
design optimization problems were posed. Students first undertook the painstaking trial-and-error
approach to design optimization. This motivated the need for automated topology optimization.
Sample problems on topology optimization were introduced through lab exercises. Then, the stu-
dents were asked to repeat the design optimization problem, using a TO software. The differences
in performance and lead time between the two methods were compared. Finally, a course project
was assigned that required all the concepts introduced in the course.

2.2 Manual Design Optimization
The students were tasked with a structural design optimization problem. Specifically, a multi-
load optimization problem involving an L-bracket (see Figure 3a) was assigned. The L-bracket
(material AIS 310 SS) is subjected to two different load cases/scenarios: (1) a vertical download
load of 10,000N on one of the holes as shown in Figure 3b, and (2) a horizontal load of 16,000N
on the same hole as shown in Figure 3c. The two holes close to top edge are restrained along all
directions. The students were asked to manually remove as much material as possible, subject to
several constraints: (1) maximum allowable von-Mises stress of 500 MPa, (2) minimum feature
size of 5 mm, and (3) manufacturing constraint of extrude along Y-direction.

The students posed and solved two FEAs corresponding to the two load scenarios. Then, based
on intuition, they manually removed material from regions with low von-Mises stress (under both
loads). Once a new design was obtained, the two FEAs were again carried out. This iterative pro-
cess was repeated until no further material could be removed. Some of the final designs are shown
in Figure 4a. Note that the multi-load scenario makes the trial-and-error process quite challenging.
The histogram in Figure 4b shows the distribution of final volume fraction of the brackets achieved
by the group of 70 students. The students were able to remove close to 44% material on the aver-



(a) Detail drawing for L-bracket

(b) Load Case 1 (c) Load Case 2

Figure 3: A multi-load TO problem involving an L-bracket.

(a) Results of manual topology optimization for
multi-load L-Bracket

(b) Histogram of final part volume fractions
from manual TO.

Figure 4: Results of manual TO.

age, using 5 to 10 iterations, in about 5 hours.

2.3 Automated Topology Optimization
Once the students completed manual design optimization, they were introduced to ParetoWorks [14–
16], a SOLIDWORKS add-in for topology optimization. It is tightly integrated with SOLID-
WORKS, making it easy to switch between design and optimization. It uses a fast solver for rapid
structural FEA. Various physical constraints such as stress, buckling, etc, can be imposed, along
with design and manufacturing constraints such as minimum feature size, symmetry, extrude etc.



As an introduction to ParetoWorks, a three hole bracket optimization problem, shown in Figure 5a,
was assigned; all dimensions are in mm, and the bracket thickness is 20mm. The two holes close
to the left edge are restrained while a vertical load of 60,000N is applied on the third hole. The
material is alloy steel, with yield strength of 5 x 108 Pa. The objective was to minimize structural
compliance, while removing 50% material. The TO problem was solved using ParetoWorks, and
the optimized topology is shown in Figure 5c. The stress and displacement plots are presented in
Figure 5d and 5e respectively.

(a) Design domain. (b) Loading of bracket. (c) Optimized design.

(d) Stress plot. (e) Displacement plot.

Figure 5: Topology optimization of the three hole bracket.

2.4 L-Bracket Problem
Once the students were comfortable with ParetoWorks, the multi-load L-bracket design optimiza-
tion problem was re-assigned, and the students were asked to solve this using ParetoWorks. Stu-
dents could use various simulation parameters (ex: mesh size) and design constraints (minimum
feature size, symmetry, extrude constraint, etc.) to explore various optimal designs. However, since
the software generated triangulated models (see Figure 6b), students had to manually recreate the
CAD model after optimization (see Figure 6c), and verify the final design using FEA. (Automated
post-processing of TO designs is an active area of research; see [17] for a review.) Despite this
manual step, the entire design optimization was completed by most students in less than 2 hours.

Representative designs created by the students are shown in Figure 7a, while the histogram of final
volume fractions is presented in Figure 7b.

A comparison of manual design optimization vs. automated TO is shown in Figure 8. As one
can observe, TO significantly improved the performance of the designs, while reducing lead time.
The blue box indicates the upper and lower quartiles of the data. The median volume fraction for
the L-Bracket designs went down to 49% with automated TO from 57% with manual TO. More



(a) Initial design. (b) Topology optimized design. (c) CAD reconstructed design

Figure 6: Challenges of TO designs.

(a) Results of automated topology optimization
for multi-load L-Bracket

(b) Histogram of final part volume fractions
from automated TO.

Figure 7: Results of automated TO.

students were able to generate better designs using less time compared to the manual process.

Figure 8: Comparison of manual vs. automated design optimizaton.

2.5 Drone Frame Optimization
The students were then assigned a drone frame design optimization problem (see Figure 9) as the
final project. The bottom face was fixed and upward force of 4000N was applied on each of the
four rotors. The objective was to minimize material usage, without exceeding a stress of 28 MPa.



(a) Design domain details (b) Initial Design

Figure 9: Drone frame.

Once again, students used ParetoWorks to obtain various designs, based on their choice of simula-
tion and design parameters. Representative designs are shown in Figure 10. Despite using the same
TO software, the final designs show that human engineers can interpret these results differently to
propose creative solutions.

Figure 10: Optimal drone frames.

3 Conclusion
The above study showed successful integration of topology optimization, a state-of-art design tool,
into the existing undergraduate curriculum. Students were introduced to advanced design tools
through project based exercises involving real world scenarios, thereby fulfilling the course objec-
tives on Computer Aided Analysis and Optimization. The learning experience was enhanced with
gradual increase in complexity of design optimization problems. Comparative results between
manual design optimization and TO indicates significant reduction in material usage, as well as
design lead times, using TO. It was also observed that providing students with various simulation
options yielded a variety of solutions. The course evaluation survey at the end of semester had very



impressive reviews of the course, one of them being ”Lab time was very beneficial. I’ve learned
and practiced many skills that I feel like I can take into industry.” In summary, we conclude that
a hands-on training of undergraduate students in using advanced design tools such as TO is both
doable and rewarding.
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